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FOREWORD

With th'e School Leadership Digest series, the. National
- Association of Elementary. School Principals adds another

project .to its continuing program of publications designed to
offer school leaders essential information on a wide range of
critical concerns in education,

. The School Leadership Digest is a series of monthly reports
on top priority issues in education. At a time when decisions
in education must be made on the basis of increasingly com-
plex information, the Digest provides school - administrators
with concise, readable analyses of the most important trends
in schools today, as Well as points up the practical implica-
tions of major research findings. .

By special cooperative arrangement,. the series draws on
the extensive research. facilities and expertise of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Educatiimal Management. The titles in the
series were planned and developed cooperatively by both
organizations. Utilizing the resources of the ERIC. network,
the Clearinghouse is responsible for researching the topics
and preparing the copy for publication by NAESP.

The author of this report, Ian Templeton, is employed
by the Clearinghouse as an associate. editor for publications.

Paul L, Ilouts
Director of Publications
,VA ESP

Stuart C. Smith
Assistant Director and Editor
ERICICEM
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INTRODUCTION

Ironically, in certain sincere attempts.to differentiate sta Tilt\
implementation has been so partial, fragmentary, isol ted o
restricted that more edut ational quality has been lust th
gained. Trying to differentiate the assignment and remunera-
tion of school staff members without systematic concurrent
changes in scheduling and curriculum on a vide scale is an ex-

. ercise, in frustration. .. Give a Woodchopper an assistant to
help him keep his axes sharp, and he remains a woodchopper
rather than a surgeonwhich is fine so long as he is working on
trees and not children.

Finally, perhaps the time has come for a legitimate redefini-
tion of what we are about in proposing and developing diffe
entiated staffing patternsif not an expansion of the origi al
notions about some alternative to traditional staffing, at lea a

regrouping of ideas in light of the experiences of the last ew
years in trying to implement changes in staffing practice.

- Allen and dine

The present is indeed a good time to reassess the m aning
of differentiated staffing (DS).- If the decline in federal sup-
port and the decrease in the volume of writing on DS. are any
indication, the initial fervor for and against DS seems to be
diminishing. Perhaps this cooler atmosphere will allow for less
partisan examinations of the concept.

. There is c. chance, of course, that DS was simply an idea
that flourished in the late 1960s never to be heard of again,
but this is unlikely. Too many schools claim success with DS
Plans and DS is too closely related to many other innovations
that are becoming more, rather than less, widely adopted for
DS to be ignored.

A Brief History

Differentiated staffing is a child of the 1950s and 1960s
although some writers have noted far earlier antecedents. A
1973 Department of Health, Education, and Welfare report,
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'for instance, cites the'Bell-Lancaster monitorial program insti-
tuted in 1791 as a historical precedent. Other writers look
closer to the present for antecedents.

flyer and McClure. see the oldest model .of PS in the ntitial
separation. of roles among- teacher, principal, and superin--
iendent with -further differentiation occurring. with theintro-
ductiOn'a teaching specialists, subject -.matter departments,
supervisors, and teaching'assistants. Yet, as they note, these
"roles were additive to the classroom teacher and did not re-
sult, to any degree, in differentiation of roles among teachers."

A more complete differentiation arrived with team teach-
ing in the mid-I950s. A prime mover in the development of
team teaching . was the- National Association of Secondary
School Principals (NASSP), which sponsored a series of staff
utilization studies under the direction of J. Lloyd Trump.
The studies eventually produced what came to be known as
-the Trump plan. The plan called for leam teaching, large- and
.small -group instruction, independent study, and flexible
scheduling.

flyer and McClure consider that the NASSP program on
the 'secondary level and team teaching on the elementary
level "prepared the way for the more radical experimentation
in staff' utilizatiOn involving hierarchical or-vertical differen-
tiation .of teaching staffs and a departure from the single
salary schedule."

Horizontal and Vertical Differentiation

The 'Frump plan is generally regarded as the first model for
horizontal differentiation of staffs. Horizontal differentiation
assumes that teachers. perform different kinds of tasks and

, that these tasks arc equal in importance and responsibility.
As Keefe explains it:

The Trump design envisions a departmental or inter-disciplinary
teaching team which builds on the varying talents and indi-
vidual differences that exist among teachers. The plan suggests
a team teaching approach with differentiated functions among
teachers in somewhat the way the school hopes to provide for
individual differences among the pupils. This concept, however,
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--tit:leinot imply a hierarchy of teachers; it proposes a team
of 'peers working together, utilizing their different talents fur
the common good of the studenti. It means that the school .

deliberately employs a staff with divergent training, compe-
tencies and interests. It means that the school capitalizes on
the differences among teachers rather than attempts to push
them into traditional molds.

The second modelvertical or hierarchical differentiation-7..
is usually attributed to Dwight Allen. This. model assumes
that teachers perform different tasks and that these tasks are
not 'equal in importance and responsibility. These plans also
acknowledge that teachers.have different talents and interests.
They differ from horizontal plans in their. emphasis on,the de-
grees of responsibility associated with the differentiated teach-
ing roles: This forms the basis of the. career ladder; a new or
inexperienced teacher can begin with a less esponsible.role
and work up the career ladder to a mutt responsible and,
possibly, more remunerative position in the team.

The bask assumption behind most DS plans horizontal
and verticalis that a change in the condition of the teacher
will produce a change in the- 'learner. A great deal of the inter-
est in I)S has stemmed from the realization that the teacher
is asked to perform too many 'lifferent and varied roles for
one person' to accomplish adequately. The increasing need for
specialized knowledge about subjects, 'techniques, and equip-. /
ment combined with the nonprofessional duties thai have
long been the province of teachers (typing, grading, monitor-
Mg halls, and so forth) arc placing too many strains on the
self-contained teacher in a self-contained classroom.

Making the teacher's position more manageable is now
only one hope associated with DS. The range of hopes pinned
on. DS can he seen in a list taken from a Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare report. The report notes that
advocates of I)S b. "eve it will accomplish the f011owing:

I. Individualize instruction for children by bringing to the school
setting new people (or retrained persons) who can diagnose
learning, difficulties and prescribe solutions.

2. Make the .job of each person more rewarding, psychologically
as well as financially, by establishing increased specialization
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of responsibilities.. Financial rewards would be consistent with
performance, not necessarily with longevity, as is the case with
the single-salary schedule.

3. Avoid the evils of merit pay as conceived by the teachers'
associations.

4. Establish accountability and responsibility. for teaching and
learning.,:"" -.;

5: Create 4 cnditions which force teacher education institutions
to mod4 their programi,, thereby becoming more relevant .to
the needs of our time.

..

6. Change the organizational structure of the schools, distributing
thepower for decision-making among those responsible for the
'execution of decisions, particularly classroom teachers.

7. Offer a career pattern for :teachers who wish to remain in the
classroom rather than to be promoted away from children into
administration.

. .

8. Provide a career opportunity program for the poor through
well - delineated career ladder and lattice arrangements. This.
may be one way to bring home and school closer together for
common causes.

9. Force needed review in teacher certification procedures and
requirements.

10. Convince the public of the need for increased fiscal support of
education and. at the same time redeploy existing resources for
more efficient use orcurrent financing. \
. \

Although it is not exhaustive, this list is.representative and
touches (m the most comnonly stressed goals orDSindi-
vidualizing instruction, establishing a career laddei far teach-
ers, and decentralizing schc»I decision-making.

Obviously, DS implies 1 r more than the redeployment of
a few teachers and the hiring of some paraprofessionals. Jacob-
son and others have stressed that 1)S affects all personnel
associated with a school, as well as the entire curriculum;
community relations,- equipment and ma terials,.facilities, and
decision-making. For DS to have its full effect it must include
team teaching, paraprofessionals, flexible scheduling, and re-
visions in ,the curriculum at the very least. If a school opts for
DS, it is choosing a program, a process, that implies almost
complete renovation of the way the school operates.

4.



TWO MODELS
WITH TWO DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS

Di rentiated staffing programs are subject to a great deal'
of variety in their design and emphasis. For instance, some
programs stress curricular changes, some the cliange in deci-
sion-making patterns. So much variety is.possible that even
the basic distinction between horizontal and vertical differen-
tiation means little unless the details of specific programs are
given. In this section, two models are presented. They are
representative of vertical and horizontal plans, but they also
reflect areas of emphasis that are unique to the district or
school in which they have been implemented.

Te City: A Vertical Model

The Temple Cit ,, California, schooilistrict is generally
held to have been t e first to implement a DS plan. If not the
fiest plan, the Temple City model is certainly the most widely
Publicized. It is. so Well known that Barbee as well as Allen
and Kline' have expressed some concern that many educators
have taken the Templ City' plan to be the DS plan. Allen and
Kline note that "few. Specific applications of any general con-
cept have so quickly tended to become a new and imited
orthodoxy as that single model.hlig done."

Because of the impact of the Temple City model, it is

essential that people interested in OS be familiar with it. The
feature of the plan chat gees the mostattention is its four-

level., hierarchy of teiichers. The chart at the top ofl page 6
summarizes the professional and nonprofessional positions in
the' plan.

Rand has summarized the responsibilities of the' profes:
sional positions.

The Associate Teacher is regarded as a novice to the profes-
sion. The teaching responsibilities of this person would be

5



TEMPLE CITY UNIFIED -SCHOOL DISTRICT
A MODEL OF DIFFERENTIATED STAMNG

G .

TENURE

ASstieiate Teacher
A.B. or In ntrn

100% Teaching

TENURE

Staff Teacher
B.A. Degree and
Calif. Credential

-1-

100`.% Teaching

Responsibilities .

5

NONTENURE

Master Te,tcfter
Doctorate 1)1

N9NTENURE i Equivalent -1:

Senior Te,icria---- --4---

M.S. or Equivalent
'i ------.71,------

$6,500-9,000

(i

3/5's Stal I
Teaching'
Responsibilities

10 Moths 1011 MI:nths
$7,500-1 000 $14,5061.7,500

Academic Assistants A.A.

Eciticational Technicians $4,000.7,500

2/5's Staff
Teaching

Re,sponsibilities

17 Months
$15,646.25,000

egret: or Equivalent $6,000-7,500

Clerks $5,000 7,500

Source: Rand (1972)

lighter and'less demanding than those of the taff Teacher.
The Staff Teacher would carry a full teaching load with the
exception of being relieved of most of the/nonprofessional
tasks, such as yard duty, grading papers, hall supervision: The
Staff Teacher would be. an experienced, probably tenured
teacher, although it would be possible to earn tenure, as an
Associate Teacher. The Senior Teacher represents the first level
above the Staff Teacher and would be the expert in a subject,
discipline or skill area. The Nlaster Teacher would be a scholar-
research specialist, someone with the technical eipertise to.
apply relevant research to classroom practice. All teachers
function as classroom teachers, though ,not for the entire
school day. It is doubtful whether any of the teachers in the
hierarchy will be with children all day, since the school would
operate on flexible scheduling. Flexible 'scheduling permits
variations in group size, and amounts of teacher time commen-
surate with diagnosed pupil needs. It also permits teachers' to
work together during the school day on professional and in\
structional tasks.

N



liachers/were prominent on the Steering Committee- that
designed the program,. and they continue to play a major role
in the decision-making process. 1 he major decisions in each
school are made by the Academic. Senate which is composed
of the principal lind senior teacherS, who have the same .au-
dimity as thepricipal. Teachers.are also involved in curricu-
lum, hiring, and cIttaluation de:1SiOnS.

4,The model, as it has been described so far, was more readily
accepted in the secondary-scnools where established divisions
by 5.ubject matter made it easier to develop the subject-
Oriented hierarchy. The prograM met initial resistance at the
elementary. level., Rand and English as well as Cooper report
that the subject en
that it would not
teachers becatiSe tl
than their -Colleagu
principal 'resolved
the seni6t teacher
Goodson plan calle
a subject matter s
senior teacher of

phasic made the elementary teachers feel
be -possible , for them to become senior

ey had less preparation in a specific field
's at the secondary level. An elementary
he.conflict by proposing' that the role`of
R.. expanded at ,the elementary level. The
1 for the retention of the senior teaches as:
wcialist for all levels, but it inclucied. a
nstruction and a senior teacher of tech-

nology to Work with the elementary (K-6) teachers. . .

The il ingness ( f the Steering Committee and the elemen-
tary faculties to r define the original mOclel to suit their
needs affirms the point that DS should be a process of
change, Mu a definitive in del.

Top of th0 World Elementary Schoql:;
A Horizontal Model.

The horizontally differentiated program at Top of the
World Elementary School in Laguna Beach, California, pro-
vides marked contrast to the program in the Temple City
schools. The contrast\is great even though the two programs
appear to differ from a conventional program in the same
ways: both have team teaching, flexible scheduling, differen-
tiated 'teacher roles, and changed decision-making patterns,
Both also assert that the teacher plays he key role in the

7



educational proc'ess.
The source of the differences betWeen The two models is in
e assumptions Used in their construction. Rand and English

exp au v.assumption behind the-Temple City. program.
.s.

The Ttple City Model of differentiated staffing may be
. Classified-as 'a curricular teaching and organizational model. It

was not developed from a learning theory base.: i.e., the Model
was built on the identification of a specific se of teaching
tasks which emphasized teaching, curricular and organizational
responsibilities.,-

It is the emphasis on redefining teacher roles according to
levels of..responsibility. in the school organization that pro-
vides the contrast with the Top of the World .program. The
Temple City plan stresses the teachei''s role in relation to
other teahesAnd to administrators more than it stresses the
teacher's role in relation to student.,.

As 1,Iaven reports it, the Top of the World program has a
different fous. Early in their considerations the program de-

isjghers noted-that "somehow the knowledge we possess about
/growth ancl development, learning needs, and the way learn-
/ing takes place was not being applied in our public schools, at
least not consistently." Although they 'decided not to build

/
any new theoretical models, the designers carried out a thor-
ough analysis of traditional programs.

The analysis was student oriented and was carried out with
emphaAs on how learning takes place. The: analysis brought
out some ''startling revelations" about the basic instructional
unit, learning-teaching situations, and how teachers supple-
ment pupil, learning tasks. .

.

l'li.e fprogram's goal was to build an organizational vehicle
that would he consistent with what is known about the way
students le:trn. T()p of the World began building its plan by
choosing to use team teaching on the ;theory that a group of
interacting teachers was more likely to arrive at effective ideas
i:bout education than were individual teachers working alone.
Then it began to use the findings of its analysis of educational
programs.

This analysiOnade it clear that the basic instructional unit



is actually a group ()I' 10 students rather than a classroom of
30. The school then determined to base its instruction on
nongraded .groups of IO students.

Further analysis resulted in the identification of four
teaching-learning situations. Large-group instruction is actu-
ally independent of the size of the gi-oup but entails an active
teacher' presenting information and gedizations to passive
studeNnts. Small-group instruction centers on student.-teacher
int eraI rt during which the teacher assesses student progress.
"Iwo Finds of independent study were identified. In one ver-
sion, students ttsually perform tasks directly.related to a les-
son that has just been given. In the otherindependent study
for reinforcement- students are usually working on skills that
have been learned in the past.

These four teaching-learning situations are managed by
three specialists: the lnrge-group, seminar, and lab -teachers..
The Top of the World program stresses the importance of the
seminar and lab tacheN. Because the seminar teacher works
closely with the students each day, he is- in the best position
to monitor and evaluate student progress and problems. He
works closely with the lab teacher who is the media expert
and Whose job it is to devise or obtain materials to reinforce
student learning.

Each team is led by a subject coordinator who monitors
the .4.4forts of the large-group. seminar, and lab teachers to
make sure that they cohere in a meaningful way. lie also is
responsible for student grouping and the goals and content in
a subject area;

Student grouping is sophisticated. Learning style (lur in-
stance, inductive, deductive: accelecated, remedial, develop-
mental; shy, compulsive, competitive) is the primary criterion
fOr establishing a group. But ()flier aspects of the child are
also taken into consideration. For instance, grouping in art,
music, and physical educat ion, is influenced by the Social
groups within the school, and grouping in reading and math
is influenced by skill level.

The school is designed to reinforce the educational plan.
It is made up of two pods, each of which holds up to 240



pupils in a three-grade range. Each pod contains areas spe-
cially equipped to support seminars, large groups, 'or inde-
pendent study students.

-/
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KEEPING THE COST DOWN

As is always the case. in 'education, the cost of a program
must eventually be evaluated. It seems particularly necessary
in,jbe case of differentiated staffing because many plans it-t
dude a significant raise in the ceiling of teacher pay sched-
ules. Such a plan will come under close scrutiny by any
district's voters.

Although the literature is far from being in agreement on
the topic, a sizeable group of writers holds that it is possible
to operate a DS school at about the same level of expenditure.
as a traditionally staffed school.

Swanson- reviewed the cost of operating and converting DS
schools in or sponsored by Beaverton, Oregon; Camden, New
jersey; 'Cherry Creek, Colorado; East. Windsor, New jersey;
Mesa, ArizOna; the Minnesota Project; the Multiunit School
Program, University of Wisconsin; Sarasota County, Florida;
and Temple City, California. Of these, the BeaVerton, Sara-
sota, Cherry Creek, and 'East, Windsor 'plans were designed
kpecifically to keep costs within the same bounds as conven-
tional schoolS.

Swanson also presents a diagram that shows how the
Cherry Creek plan managed to significantly reduce the per-
pupil expenditure on personnel in a DS program. The saving
is achieved by hiring -aides and interns while reducing the
number of teachers.

Schreiner outlines a similar method that the .Lebanon,
Indiana, schools have used to increase the number of adults
working with children while keeping to a budget similar to or
lower than a conventionally staffed school. The Lebanon
schools use a formula whereby a teaching vacancy can be
filled by another teacher or by a number of supporting staff
whose combined salaries do not exceed the average district
teacher salary.

In an example, Schreiner explains that it would be possible

11



to fill 'two teacher positions on a team with three interns, one
paraprofessional, three aides, and one participating observer
and still provide extra pay for a team leader. This would
produce a. large increase in the number of adults working
with students.

The Top of the World Elementary School is -allotted a cer-
tain number of staffing units that can be filled in any number
of. ways. In this system a teacher is worth. one unit, a part-
time teacher is worth the appropriate 1.ratiin, a full-time
intern is .5 unit, a half-time intern is .3,' an assistant teacher
.4, and anaide .25. haven reports a savings in personnel-costs
was achieved by reorganizing teams in 4 manner similar to
that described by Schreiner.

!

These. plans indicate that for the same amount of 'money
used to stall a conventional school, a Dg school can provide
more adults to work with students and, as a result, individu-
alize instruction while providing a career ladder, paying
teachers higher salaries, and freeing teachers from menial,
repetitious work.

There are, of course, areas of cost 'other than /personnel.
Most concern with DS centers on one-titne conversion costs
such as inservice training, building remodeling, and material
purchasing. The federal government was once the primary
source of conversion funds and may still provide some funds,
but, as Swanson notes, it is no longer Such a likely source.

Districts are, however, meeting arid reducing conversion
costs in a number of ways. East Vindsor, for instance, avoided
staff training costs by using administrators to train teachers. ,

Other districts are finding ways to reallocate local funds.
Kapfer and Kapfer have proposed a model by which a large
elementary school could save enough money from using "in-
structional technicians" in the place of teachers to free money
for use in program development and implementation.

The feasibility of the Kapfer and Kapfer program, and the
others like it, is dependent on variables that may be beyond
the reach or many districts. In most cases one cannot arbi-.
trarily reduce the number of teachers on a staff. Often, too,
"grandfather" clauses That keep salaries high until teachers

12



with seniority retire or leave a district prevent the realization
of anticipated economics. Swanson quotes Robert Lundgren,
US director at Temple City, to the effect that the oversupply
of teachers h caused economic difficulties because turnover
is lower that' anticipated. As a result, the district does not
Rave as many new, low-paid teachers as expected and the dis-
trict's pay scale has been disrupted.

These ire serious points to consider when evaluating the
possibility of saving money through staff realignments. More
reasnahle cost expectations are suggested by the Commis-
sion m Public School Personnel Policies In Ohio.

Al\er studying the financial implications of team teaching
and d fferentiated .staffing, the commission concluded. that
when ; dditional expenses arise they are usually incurred at
the be inning of the program. The commission attributes ini-
tial sta t-up costs to the needs for "planning, in-service train-
ing of teachers and administrators, instructional materials, \.
evaluation, project coordination and conversion of buildings."
But these costs, says the commission, can sometimes he met
from federal, state, or local funds.

Once the program has been implemented, "team teaching
and differentiated staffing can he carried on for virtually the
same cost as traditional teaching, but probably not for less,"
according to the commission. Several factors will influence
the actual operating costs; the commission cites the use of
paid aides, the availability of federal funds, the provision of
new curriculum materials, and the mix of teacher salaries as
examples of Conditions that will cause cost to vary fromdis-
trict to district.

Finally, the commission rightly Observes that "the cost of
the total progm will depend upon the level of educational,
quality desired."

13



OBSTACLES TO IMPLEMENTATION

.. -

Differentiated staffing is such an 'all-encompassing innova-
tion that it is 'tin at all surprising there .are significant obsta-
cles to its implementation.

Some of the obstacles are ."normal"; that is, it is-reasonable
to expect that a certain portion of the faculty, students, and
parents involved in a district .are going to be unhappy with
DS. All these objections must be considered.TheObjections
of teachers are, however,.of particular importance since teach-
ers must be involved in the planning, implementation,. and
day-to-day operation of. a DS plan. OF the .objections that
te4hers may raise, two that crop up in..Bhaertnatt's 1971
"American Federation of Teachers' Statement on Vertical
Staffing" merit special attention.

The American Federation of *Teachers' (AFT) statement
includes eight tenets that continually emphasize the AFT's
opposition to vertical staffing' patterns that "create a hierar-
chy of salary (levels of job responsibilities commensurate
with a rate -of pay), status and authority, and ,thus tend to
destroy the cooperative 'and communal effort necessary for a
successful teaching effort." The other major objection raised
In the statement is that the AFT is "on record as opposing
any vertical staffing patterns which reduce the total number
of fully certificated staff responsible for the education of
pupils, %vhich results in an arbitrary, reduction of financing for
education, and which is a movement away_ from the concept
of the singk salary schedule."

The paper emphasizes that the AFT is nOt in opposition to
all DS. In fact, Bhaerman mentions several horizontally differ-
entiated stalls that the AFT has either proposed or helped to
implement. (See also flirt:Men.) Tile AFT resolution does not
even place it in opposition to a team having a leader who is
paid more than the members as long as the leader does more
work. This is part of the union stance that supports extra pay

14



For extra work.
The AFT'position is. however, in direct ,conflict with many

DS models, particularly with those that' promise to SaVC
money. by replacing certificated personnel with aides,,interns,
student 'teachers, and ihe'like. If, as is likely, a, staff will op-
pose a reduction of certificated .personnel, then these. plans
are' in 'danger and the implementation of DS may .cost more
than a conventional staffing arrangenient will. This will, of
course, depend on local conditions.

Othek- obStticles, to .,the introduoion of DS are probably
more insidious 1)ecause they are both obvious and nearly
invisible. They are the difficulties that arise whenever an or-
ganizationganization is espc'cted toschange structurally and function-
ally. Charters and Pellegein have enumerated 12 problem. areas
associated with Organizational change as it appears when DS
is in its early stage of implementation.

1. The fundamental 'but generally unacknowledged strain. that
exists between- the ideOlogy of teacher gnvernance and the
strategy of directed change.

2. The gross unlarity in conceptualizkion and definition of what
the schools are attempting to implement through change proj-

ects.
3. The heavy. reliance on structural change (writing job descrip-

tions, changing titles, altering organizational units) in the belief
that appropriate behavior hanges.will automatically follow.

4, The fallacious assumption that a statement of general, abstract
program values and objectives will .easily be translated into
new and appropriate behavior patterns at work.

5. The unrealistic. time perspective of those responsible for edu-
cational innovation, according to which basic and far-reaching
changes in instructional roles and staff relationships are seen as
accomplishable within a year or two.

6, The ambiguities and 'stresses that arise in the disjunction be-

tween the school district's .established administrative structure
and the temporary system for project management.

7. The failure to recognize that teachers haVe scant training anti'
experience in forming and implementing processes and proce-
dures for collaborative decision making.

H. The conflict in goals. values, and interests, seen especially in
the relationships between the central office' administrators, the

project managers, and the school staffs (produced mainly by
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the requirements of their inherently different work, co texts).
9. The absence of managerial and monitoring procedures to assure

implementation and to alter plans in the face of contingencies
tliat inevitably occur.

10. The failure. to recognize the severity of role overload among .

members of the instructional staff when innovation is at-
tempted.

11. .The tyranny of the time schedule in constraining change.
12.- The apparent asgumption that schools need little additional

resources (financial and personnel) to cope with the massive
. organizational disruptions during the period of transition from

one educational program form to a new one.
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' 7

Air

THE PRINCIPAL'S. ROLE

Most diScussion of differentiated staffing focuses on the
teacher. This is to be expected. As was noted.earlier, DS em-
phasizes the relatiOnship between .the teacher and the learner
in hopes that by radically changing the teacher's role it will
bring 'about a strong positive change in the learner.

Clearly, however, a change in the role of the teacher also
:has an effect on the administrative position. Boutwell, in

writing about the, Temple City model,. explains how a DS
system alters the role of the principal.

Differentiated staffing, then, deals primarily with teaching.
staffs: and, obviously,- if A district gives more decision-making.
prerogatives to the teaching staff and establishes a teaching
hierarchy which,,-allows for direct participation in leadership,
some adjustments must be made in administrative positiOns.
:We administrator becomes a colleague and for the most part
becomes a manager and orchestrator of the school plant and
program. His major responsibilities, then, lie within the area of
facilitating the decisions made by those ultimately 'responsibleresponsible
for curriculum and instructional programsthe Senior Teach-
ers within the school He exerts influence, of course; butoin
terms of establishment authority, he is equivalent to the Senior'
Teacher.

In many DS schools, teams of teachers. make. curriculum,
evaluation, hiring, and numerous other decisions that were
once thought to be the principal's prerogative. In the face of
these incursitins, what is the principal's role and is it deterio-
rating?

There is a goin1 deal of agreement in the literature that the
principal's role is changing but is not being minimized or di-

minished. Numerous, examples of.,the key role the. principal
plays in successfully implementing DS are 'available. For in-
stance,, Simon reports on the implementation of DS in two
schools in Kansas City. The program was far more successful
in one school than in the other for a number of reasons, the
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principals' attitudes being .a major factor. In the sue .essful
school, the principal viewed DS as "the tool to maxim'ie all
.other instructional objectives" and set about providing the
proper conditions under which the staff Could implement it..

In their progress report on leadership in a DS pilot. pro-
grain, Arends and Essig found that therole of the principal in
a unitized elementary.school increased in significance and ef-
fectiveness with the advent. of DS. In the Eugene, Oregon,
system, the .principal shares responsibilities with Curriculum
Associates (CAs) whose duties include implementing curricu-
lum innovations andleading teams.

Arends and Essig note that prior to the introduction of
CAs the role of the principal in the elementary school was
unmanageable and that hiring vice-principals did not improve
it significantly. After the addition of CAs, however, the staff
viewed the principal as-better ableto organize the school and
as a more effective-leader of the whole school. It was reported
that after the principal received this supporting help, he had
the relevant facts when he needed to make important deci-
sions and appeared to procrastinate less in his decision-making.

The principal in a DS school does not lose his importance
because he shares responsibility for much decision-making.
His role simply changes to one that is more managerial.
Barbee suggests that the principal's "key administrative func-
tions can include coordinating the work of instructional
groups, coping with prOblems of group conflict, developing
schoolwide and systemwide policies, and providing a stimu-
lating professional climate."

The importance of the principal's position in establishing
an effective, professional climate in a school needs to be
stressed. As many . authors have noted, the principal is in.a
position to impede or to expedite progress within a school,
Keefe makes a strong case for the importance of the princi-
pal's role and his style of 'leadership.

Experience forces me to conclude that schools will not be
successful in implementing differentiated staffing unless they
take seriously McGregor's distincti n between adversary and
participative modes of leadership / The rapid changes in our



r.
Ati

modern world, the greater sophisticaticin or both adults and
young people and the long and developing tradition of a demo-

. cratic style of life have tended to make obsolete the authori-
tarian style of leadership in many areas of American life. A
successful differentiated staff may well depend upon princi-
pal and an.administrative staff that can use participatuyy modes
of management in the identification and achievement of goats.

,

When an administrative staff can work together as a teem of
professionals to achieve a sense of mutual confidence from
goals and tasks determined by consensus, then teaching teams
also may be able to see the value ola truly democratic form of
team planning. Innovations arc successful only when they ant
understood and implemented on the grass-roots level.
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.CONCLUSION

In 1972 Edelfelt concluded that, as a movement, differen-
tiated staffing Was stalled and going nowhere. In his article he
reviewed the changes in education that DS was expected to
help. ;implement, the reasons why DS had stalled, and the
problems that needed to be overcome before 'the 'movement
'could begin again..

In his conclusion, Edelfelt noted that attempts to differen-
., tatt. staffs would continue but that "differentiated staffing,

And the broader question of curriculum reform, probably
won't move. much or fast until the public, teachers, or stu-
dents decide ,there is something they want or don't want
badly enough."

This is probably the crux ofjhematter when it comes to
whether any change is implemented and whether the-Imple-
mentation is successful: if a sufficient number of the adthinis-
tratOrs, faculty, or students want or don't want the change
badly enough they will have their way. For all the talk about
fads, bandwagons, and 'movements, in the end, it is a certain
number of people associated with a particular school who
make t e choice.

Because DS affects all the systems and persons associated
with a school, more people than usual will have feelings for
and against its implementation. If DS is to work in a school,
the plan must be designed by the affected people to meet the
educational needs of the school and students involved. For
these reasons it is probably best to make a decision about.DS
in an atmosphere that is relatively free of pressures to inno-
vate for the sake of innovation and to follow a single plan be-
cause the .plan has been successful elsewhere. DS has the
potential to be a process for thorough and positive change in
the schools. Now is a good time to investigate it.
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